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Similar to soaps, SPÜLBOY® glass washing tablets are  
based primarily on the effect of ”surfactants”. This medium  
has been proven to be a very effective virus remover.

Thorough hand washing with soap and water – the easiest  
and most important method to prevent the corona virus from  
spreading. From this we derive: As long as original SPÜLBOY®  

glass washing tablets are used to clean glasses, cold water  
is effectively washing off all sorts of germs and viruses.

The ”soap-like” washing tablets have been proven to remove up  
to 100% bacteria and 99.9% viruses (Herpes simplex virus (HSP) 
type 1, Escherichia coli bacteria and Pseudomonas aeruginosa  
bacteria) with every rinse with cold water.

The effectiveness of the flushing tablets has been tested and  
confirmed by independent institutes and authorities. We have not  
yet been able to test for the special new virus Covid-19 because  
the corona viruses are not yet available for it.

Is the use of drinking glasses in gastronomy   
particularly dangerous at the moment?

How hygienic and germ-free are glasses  
after cleaning them in our SPÜLBOY®?

SPÜLBOY®  
hygiene principle:



Hygienic cleaning of drinking glasses  
with SPÜLBOY® :

Step 1: use SPÜLBOY® glass washing tablets  
 in the pre-rinse pot

Step 2: pre-clean the glass 3-5 times with a strong,  
 rapid up and down movement completely  
 in the brush pot

Step 3: drain the glass over the pre-rinse pot and rinse  
 the inside and outside for at least 2-3 seconds  
 in the rinse cycle

Step 4: clean the brushes daily with original SPÜLBOY®  
 brush cleaner and wipe the device

Stay healthy! 
Your Spülboy-Team                                                  further information on www.spuelboy.de  
 
 
*We cannot and should not give a 100% guarantee of virus-free results for the final consumer, since a possible 

viral or bacterial transmission of pathogenic germs can occur even after rinsing by coughing, touching the glasses 

by hand or even already existing drink infections etc. effects are basically still present.

To sum up : By that viruses and bacteria  
do not stand a chance on drinking glasses.*

That‘s how 
it works!
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